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Wellesley publicly launches $500 million campaign
College receives largest donation in history

By DOMINIQUE HUANG ’19
Staff Writer
Hundreds of Wellesley alumnae, faculty, administrators
and students gathered on the Wellesley campus on Oct.
23 to celebrate the public launch of the Wellesley Effect
campaign. Wellesley College’s last major campaign raised
$472.3 million and ended in 2005. This campaign aims to
raise $500 million and will end in 2019. According to the
campaign microsite, there are four priorities: Intellectual
Community, Affordability and Access, A Sense of Place,
and 21st Century Impact. The campaign launch that
occurred last Friday was an event in which the Wellesley
Effect was celebrated and cherished. A MobileBooth for
StoryCorps, an oral history non-profit organization, was
stationed outside the Physical Plant to document stories
that capture the Wellesley Effect.
After registering at the Anderson Forum of the Lulu
Chow Wang Campus Center, guests moved to Tishman
Commons for a welcome luncheon. The guests then walked
to the Alumnae Hall auditorium, where StoryCorps CEO
and Wellesley alumna Robin Sparkman ’91 moderated
a panel of four distinguished alumnae and one current
student to discuss the meaning of and their experiences
with the Wellesley Effect.
“Courage, conviction, resiliency and confidence” is the
Wellesley Effect, reflected panelist Janet Hill ’69, who
went on to receive a Master of Arts in mathematics from
the University of Chicago Graduate School in 1972 and
run a corporate consulting firm until 2010 after attending
Wellesley College.
Panelist Rocío Ortega ’16 had a different take: the
Wellesley Effect is the “capacity and community to find
your voice,” Ortega remarked, as she told her experiences
of being in a minority and a first-generation student.
Afterwards, the guests separated into five different
panels, with topics ranging from “Innovation in the
Liberal Arts” to “Thought Leadership and the Op-Ed
Project.” The panelists comprised of Wellesley professors
and faculty, with the exception of the panelists in “Student
Stories Illuminate the Power of the Wellesley Experience,”
who were Taylor Cranor ’16, Karrisha Gillespie ’19,
Sarah Hucklebridge ’17, Alexa Rodriguez ’17 and Hannah

AMAL CHEEMA ’17, OPINIONS EDITOR

Vivian Pinn ’62 discusses financial aid at Wellesley.
Ruebeck ’16.
At night, the guests dressed in cocktail attire and
reconvened at a gala in the Dorothy Towne Field House,
which was transformed with lights, curtains, a large
Wellesley logo model and other decorations. Linda
Wertheimer ’65, a Senior National Correspondent at the
National Public Radio, moderated the dinner. A video of
alumna Hillary Clinton ’69 played; she apologized for
not being at the campaign but thanked her classmates for
supporting Wellesley.
During the dinner, Provost and Dean of the College
Andrew Shennan announced the campaign goal of $500
million, of which $335 million has been raised in the past

three years during the quiet phase. The college received a
record donation of $50 million by two anonymous donors
that is included in the final figure, which will go toward
the new “College to Career” initiative, as part of the 21st
Century Impact priority. The initiative aims to prepare
Wellesley students for their future careers by connecting
students to resources and the alumnae network from
the day they set foot on campus. It is a “comprehensive
reinvention of our career services function,” Shennan
describes. “It will reimagine how we introduce the world
of opportunity to Wellesley students over their four years
on campus and help them find and pursue the careers of
their choosing over the course of their lives.”
WELLESLEY EFFECT, page 3

U.S. Ambassador to Portugal speaks at Wellesley
By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
News Editor

Students, faculty, administrators and Wellesley residents
convened to hear the Honorable Robert T. Sherman discuss
the current state of Portuguese-American relations, how
he and his wife Kim Sawyer founded an organization that
empowers Portuguese women with nascent businesses
and his trajectory to his post as the U.S. Ambassador to
Portugal. The lecture was held on Oct. 26 in the Clapp
Library Lecture Room and was full to capacity. An hour
and a half of discussion and questions was followed by a
reception in which refreshments were served and students
could converse and in some cases snap photos with the
ambassador.
Mellon Foundation Lecturer in Portuguese António
Igrejas introduced the lecture series, thanking those who
planned the lecture before introducing Wellesley College
President H. Kim Bottomly. This lecture was made
possible through the Wellesley’s Spanish Department, the

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for Portuguese and the
Wellesley College New Course Grant.
Bottomly reflected on how Portuguese became Wellesley
College’s 15th language in 2013 before introducing
Spanish Department Chair and Professor Carlos Vega.
She underscored the strong interest Wellesley students
displayed in learning about Portugal’s language and
culture.
“Wellesley students are deeply committed to cultural
awareness and learning languages,” she remarked.
According to Accredited Language Services, Portuguese
is the sixth most spoken language in the world with 215
million speakers as of January 2015. It is also the second
most spoken language in Massachusetts, which contains
the highest proportion of Portuguese speakers outside of
Lusophone countries. Communities with notable numbers
of Portuguese speakers in the state include Cambridge,
Framingham and South Coast.
Vega filled in for Massachusetts Senator Marc R.
Pacheco, who could not attend the lecture for personal

reasons. Vega discussed Sherman’s close ties to Boston
in his introduction of the ambassador. Sherman was born
in Boston, had lived two miles from Wellesley College
and during that time frequented Lake Waban. Vega also
highlighted Sherman’s “energy and no-nonsense nobility,”
“legendary grassroots approach” and use of “a diplomacy
that does not assume that we Americans have all the
answers. Far from it.”
“He has set an act that is difficult to follow,” Vega said
before highlighting Sherman’s efforts to reduce LGBTQ+
stigma and gender discrimination in Portugal and the
European Union.
Sporting a purple tie, black suit and pennant bearing
intertwined United States and Portugal flags, Sherman
reminisced on his fond memories of the town of
Wellesley before demystifying the day-to-day life of an
ambassador.
As an ambassador, Sherman was appointed by President
Barack Obama in April 2014, and represents and is
accountable to solely the President of the United States.
AMBASSADOR LECTURE, page 4
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Walk of shame should be
renamed to stride of pride

Faculty, alumnae and visiting
artists collaborate on campuswide art exhibit
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Resident Assistants and House Presidents demand
compensation with awareness campaign
By EMILY BADER ’18
Staff Writer

The Student Labor Action Project (SLAP), the Student
Leadership Stipend Committee (SLSC) and students
around campus are advocating for Resident Assistants
(RAs) and House Presidents (HPs) to receive compensation
from the College in return for the work they do on campus.
After a predetermined five year period, the Wellesley
College administration will make a decision on whether to
compensate RAs and HPs on Nov. 2.
RAs and HPs are not currently compensated for their
service, with the exception of receiving a single room
from the college. RAs and HPs still have to pay for room
and board just as everybody else does. Unlike many other
colleges and universities, they do not receive free housing
or an additional stipend throughout the year.
SLSC and SLAP are collaborating to approach the issue.
SLSC, which typically includes RAs and HPs, has worked
to receive the College Government Ballot Initiative, which
is $11,000 that constitutes two percent of the collective
student activities fees. According to the College, in 20142015, all residential students paid $276 each for the student
activity fee. During the annual spring cabinet elections that
occur in April, students can vote for where the money will
go. SLS has won the College Government Ballot Initiative
for the past five years. For the first four years, the Initiative
was divided up between RAs and HPs who are on federal
work-study. Last year, it was divided up between RAs and
HPs who are on financial aid of any kind.
Katelyn Campbell ’17, a former RA in Tower Court and
an Executive Senator in College Government, does not see
the Initiative as a sustainable way for compensating RAs
and HPs.
“At the end of the day, once the Student Leadership
Initiative is broken up amongst all the RAs and HPs you
really only end up getting about $200, which is nowhere
near the amount the RAs and HPs deserve to be paid or
how much their work is worth,” Campbell said.
SLSC is working with members of the Wellesley College
administration to find some alternative and permanent way
to secure compensation.
In April, they submitted a proposal that they worked on
with Debra DeMeis, the former Dean of Students, to the
Provost Budget Committee. Although the Provost Budget
Committee agreed on the proposal’s principles, it lacked
the money to fund it in last year’s budget. This semester,
Adele Wolfson, the Interim Dean of Students, created
a working committee consisting of Wellesley College
students and administrators to resubmit the proposal.
Suzanne Barth ’16, HP of Severance Hall and copresident
of the House President’s Council, was appointed by
Wolfson to serve as a student representative alongside
Campbell on the committee. They are hoping to submit
a new proposal to Wellesley College President H. Kim
Bottomly in early November.
“Permanence would be achieved if such stipends were
built into the annual budget of the college, and not taken
from student activity fees, as ballot initiative funds are.
Compensation would be meaningful if it correlated with
the significant amount of work that is done by Wellesley’s
RAs and HPs,” Barth said.
Adeline Lee ’16, College Government President, said
that she sees her role in college government as a way to
ensure good communications between CG and the college.
“As a past-RA myself and a past member of the Student
Leadership Stipend committee, getting institutional
support for the work student leaders do matters a great
deal to me. I’m really pleased to see progress being made
through these student-administrator partnerships,” Lee
said.
SLAP is a recently created student action organization
on campus that supports RA and HP compensation. Its
hope is that SLS knows that the student body supports

COURTESY OF STUDENT LEADER ACTION COMMITTEE
Wellesley student leaders show support for RA and HP compensation.
their efforts.
According to Meredith Berry-Toon ’16, who serves as the
House President’s Council (HPC) and College Government
(CG) Liaison, SLAP is a national organization, of which
Wellesley now has a chapter. Though she is not involved
in SLAP, she is excited that students who are not involved
with residential life are getting involved with the call for
student leader compensation. As a student, she supports
compensation, but in her role as the HPC-CG Liaison, she
says she is not directly involved in any of the efforts.
Daniela Kreimerman ’19, a member of SLAP, sees RA
and HP compensation as a huge step forward for lowerincome students who need paid work in order to go to
college.
“If you need to work eight hours a week to pay for your
education, and you still want to do well in your classes,
you can’t allow yourself to be an unpaid volunteer for
eight to 10 hours a week. That means that automatically,
the pool of RAs becomes less diverse, especially when
you consider how socioeconomic status is linked to other
factors like race,” Kreimerman said.
Savannah Hauge ’16, a member of SLAP, said that
SLAP has brought together students of all backgrounds
for a common cause.
“The response to our campaign has been nothing but
positive. So many students have come out of the woodwork
to organize with us for incredibly diverse reasons. Hearing
their stories gives me so much hope. Some wanted to be
an RA but couldn’t because they needed an on-campus
job. Others come from more precarious socioeconomic
backgrounds and want to make sure Wellesley is accessible
to other students like them who also want to serve but
can’t if they don’t get paid,” Hauge said.
Both SLS’ and SLAP’s campaigns are evoking responses
from the larger student body. Campbell said a few weeks
ago that she saw a lot of discussion about the issue on the
anonymous social media application Yik Yak. She added
that there was a lot of concerns that RAs and HPs do not
do enough, which she says is a valid concern but does not
take into account everything they do that is unseen by

other students.
“A lot of what RAs and HPs do aren’t things you could
talk about with other students, specifically the mental
health assistance component. I know when I was an RA,
I had residents come to talk to me about very complex
issues all the time, but for me to disclose those issues to
anyone would be both disrespectful of my position and
disrespectful of those students,” Campbell said.
Campbell also said that since there are RAs and HPs
who have work study compensation could allow them to
leave their work study jobs, focus more on their position
and free up more campus jobs for other students.
Kreimerman said that SLAP’s photo campaign on
Facebook has gotten a lot of positive feedback, and she
is seeing a lot of students expressing their interest to get
involved. SLAP is promoting an event in November
Around the same time SLS hopes to present their proposal
to the administration, SLAP is holding a solidarity event
on the Academic Quad. On their Facebook event page,
“Hold Wellesley Accountable: RA/HP Compensation,”
SLAP says they want to see a proposal that not only says
that RAs and HPs deserve compensation, but explains
why they deserve compensation. They are using the
hashtags “#November2,” “#PayMyRA” and “PayMyHP”
to promote the event.
“Join SLAP and the SLS to take a stand in solidarity,
to hold the administration accountable to this deadline,”
SLAP’s event page says.
This mirrors Campbell’s words that SLS is working to
explain why it is so important RAs and HPs are paid for
their work, rather than just stating they need to be paid.
Alexandra Beem ’18 understands the concerns that
RAs and HPs should be held accountable for their jobs,
especially if they are going to be paid, but sees how
valuable they are as a campus-wide resource.
“The support system for RAs and HPs needs to be
increased in a lot of ways, one of which is that they need
to be paid. It sounds like they need a better support system
since they serve as the support system for their hall, so
they need someone who can help them out,” Beem said.

NATION & WORLD
Summit meets to discuss Syrian refugee routes
Leaders from Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Macedonia,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Romania, Serbia and
Slovenia gathered this week to discuss the refugee
crisis. They are concerned with some European
nations’ threats to follow in Hungary’s footsteps
and completely close their borders. After Hungary’s
announcement of its intentions, rumors spread that
both Germany and Austria are considering their own
border restrictions. This has led Bulgaria, Romania and
Serbia to threaten to close their own borders. Slovenia
saw a drastic increase in arrivals of displaced persons
in the last week alone. This has aggravated the already
present Slovenia-Croatia tensions as Slovenia accused
Croatia of intentionally sending the thousands of extra
migrants to its border. A draft of the summit’s goals
plans for the “gradual and controlled” movement of
people through a to-be-determined migration route.

By ELIZABETH RIZZONI ’18
Nation & World Columnist
Sweden receives deadliest school attack in history
On Oct. 22, 21 year-old Anton Lundin Pettersson
entered the Kronan School in Trollhattan, Sweden,
and attacked pupils and teachers. He was armed
with a sword and wore a large black helmet and mask
reminiscent of those worn by German World War Two
soldiers. Pettersson attacked people as he knocked on
classroom doors. Two boys who opened the classroom
doors were attacked; one died of his injuries. A teacher
died from stabbings and another student and teacher
are in the hospital in critical condition. Anton was
later gunned down by police. Pettersson’s motives are
unknown; law enforcement speculates that his attack
was racially motivated, announcing that they found a
suicide note in which Anton meant to target “foreigners”
and that he thought “Sweden should not take in so many
immigrants.” Police investigator Thord Heraldsson said
that “Those with dark skin were attacked. [Pettersson]
met with lighter skinned people who were not attacked.”

US-Iraqi rescue mission succeeds
Early last Thursday, U.S. and Iraqi soldiers raided an
IS-controlled prison near Hawija, Iraq. U.S. military
involvement was invited by the Kurdish government,
which learned of the “imminent execution” of the
hostages there. They anticipated the execution when
they learned that mass graves were being prepared for
the hostages. About 70 people were rescued including
Sunni Arabs, Iraqi security force members and an IS
member imprisoned for spying. Five active IS members
were captured; several others were killed. One U.S.
soldier died; he is the first killed in action since anti-IS
operations began last year. Although the mission was a
success, many are concerned that it went against orders
that the U.S. military would not place combatants there.
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Wellesley Effect raised $335
million in private donations

MEGAN STORMBERG ’18, PHOTO EDITOR
Panelists speak at a Wellesley Effect Art and Architecture panel in Jewett Arts Center.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
On Saturday, the campaign launch event resumed at the
Dorothy Towne Field House for breakfast and welcome
remarks were given by Lulu Chow Wang ’69. Afterward,
Vice President for Resources and Public Affairs Cameran
Mason ’84 moderated a panel of seven prominent Wellesley
alumnae for a lightning round of leadership talks. From
discussing how Wellesley gave students a “profound sense
of self-confidence and the moral compass,” as described
by panelist Alison Chung ’73, or the ability to “think big,”
as described by panelist Julie Levison ’98, each of the
panelists reflected on their time at Wellesley and how their
college experiences shaped their lives.
After breakfast, the guests broke off into different
alumnae-led panels focused on the topic of leadership in
various fields, including STEM, public service, government
and business. At noon, students and alumnae returned to
the Dorothy Towne Field House for a final luncheon. The
President of the Wellesley College Alumnae Association,
Georgia Murphy Johnson ’75, gave the welcoming remarks

to the luncheon, during which students were encouraged
to network through a 45-minute game in which students
and alumnae shared their life stories and asked each other
questions. Professors Stacie Goddard of Political Science
and Thomas Hodge of Russian concluded the event by
giving speeches to share with the audience various lessons
learned and words of advice.
As the event came to an end, alumnae, faculty,
administrators and students embraced, wishing words of
encouragement and saying their goodbyes. Although they
all follow different life paths and have different stories,
everyone was united by one commonality: the Wellesley
Effect.
“It is a special place,” Clinton remarked about Wellesley
College in the video. “It helps women discover our talents.
It gives us the freedom to set our own paths. It shows
women that when we work hard and stay true to our values,
there’s no limit to what we can achieve. That’s the Wellesley
Effect.”

NEWS IN BRIEF
By MARY MEISENZAHL ’19
Assistant News Editor
Storycorps records Wellesley’s stories
The Storycorps MobileBooth, which is a product of
the independent Storycorps organization, was spotted
outside of the Lulu Chow Wang Campus Center this
week. The team recorded some stories of faculty, students
and alumnae to be archived in the Library of Congress.
These interviews took place from Oct. 22 through 24 in
conjunction with the kickoff of The Wellesley Effect and
are meant to highlight Wellesley’s effect on the world
and the connections it offers. The Storycorps team has
a Wellesley connection as well. Chief Executive Officer
Robin Sparkman ’91 is a Wellesley alum.
Diane Ravitch ’60 speaks on public education
Ravitch’s speech “How to Ruin or Revive Public
Education” begins a series of lectures that will take
place at Wellesley to discuss issues of public education.
Ravitch focused on the negative results of privatization
and testing in education. She is recognized nationally
as an advocate for public education, and has written
the New York Times bestsellers The Death and Life of
the Great American School System: How Testing and
Choice Are Undermining Education and Reign of Error:
The Hoax of the Privatization Movement. She has also
worked on the National Assessment Governing Board
under President Bill Clinton and served as Assistant
Secretary of Education.

Madeleine Albright ’59 recalls Wellesley Leadership
Madeleine Albright ’59 was one of fifteen women
featured in PBS’ The Women’s List. In the documentary,
Albright commented on the abundance of leadership
opportunities that were available to her at Wellesley.
She noted that the college helped her develop as a leader
because all of the leadership roles were held by women.
The documentary allowed Albright, the first female
Secretary of State, to tell the story of her life. Albright
was born in Czechoslovakia and emigrated to the United
States at age 11. She has served as a U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations and received the Presidential Medal
of Freedom in 2012.
Alumnae receive Sed Ministrare Volunteer Awards
Four alumnae were honored with this annual award at
the Alumnae Association’s Alumnae Leadership Council
on Oct. 17. Jane Kentnor Dean ’56 was recognized for
her continued leadership and service in the Fairfield
Villages Wellesley Club. Bridget O’Connor Garsh ’04
received this award for her leadership as vice president
of programming for the Wellesley College Alumnae
of Boston Club. Chari LaRue Isaacs ’68 received this
award for her new ideas and projects in the Sarasota
Wellesley Club. The final recipient, Betty Bar Wang ’54
was recognized for her work as a cofounder and member
of the Shanghai Wellesley Club.

POLICE BLOTTER
10/19/15 Unclassified 10:41 a.m. Miscellaneous locations.
The reporting person (RP), a Wellesley College (WC)
student, reported a recent experience she had with a bus
driver. An officer was dispatched. Report filed. Case
closed.

10/19/15 Motor vehicle accident with property damage
6:41 p.m. Gray Lot. The RP, an Olin student, entered the
station to report discovering damage to her parked vehicle.
An officer was dispatched to speak with her. Report filed.
Case closed.
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SENATE REPORT
By MEGAN STORMBERG ’18
Photo Editor
Interim Dean provides campaign update
According to Interim Dean Adele
Wolfson, donations from the Wellesley
Effect campaign launch have fulfilled 60
percent of a broader goal to raise $500
million. Funds will be utilized to promote
four overarching priorities: intellectual
community, innovative academic programs,
affordability and access and Wellesley’s
twenty-first century impact. Within these
broader goals, funds will be allocated
toward student research, construction and
renovation, student internship programs
as well as a new career center. Progress is
already underway with a $3.7 million gift
toward improving student living rooms to
be distributed throughout resident halls so
as to promote community space on campus.
$1.7 million is to be spent restoring Tower
Great Hall. In this first phase of resident
hall renewal, students can expect to see
small changes in living rooms, bathrooms
and television rooms. Visit Wellesley’s
campaign website for more information.
College Government President proposes
gift allocation
College Government President Adeline Lee
outlined three proposals to distribute an
$11,000 gift allocation for consideration.
The first of such proposals aims to revive
Ideafest, a 2014 College Government
(CG) initiative that aimed to give the
student body a platform on which to voice
concerning issues and propose solutions to
be implemented by student leaders, thus
circumventing the broader administrative
process of resource allocation. Stemming
from Ideafest was “Community Hoops,”
a project addressing socioeconomic
impediments to Wellesley’s traditional
Hooprolling Ceremony by providing seniors
with free hoops. Lee’s second proposal
is that CG put the grant on indefinite hold
until a pressing issue or idea surfaces. Her
third proposal drafts a plan for a second
ballot initiative in the Spring semester,
where various organizations on campus
solicit funds for their own proposals.
Student Leaders will discuss these issues
with constituents in the next week before a
decision is made.
SLAP announces plan to host discussion
about reimbursement of student leaders
Representatives from The Student Labor
Action Project (SLAP) announced that they
will host a meeting on Nov. 2 for students
to discuss their experiences as Resident
Assistants (RAs), House Presidents (HPs),
potential RAs or HPs and students who
were unable to join the Resident Life staff.
The meeting will he held in the Academic
Quad by the SLAP banner, which will most
likely be placed outside, weather permitting.
SLAP works to promote a space for active
dialogue among students concerning
inclusivity in labor-related issues. General
meetings are held every Sunday at 6 p.m. in
the Cow Chair Room.
WEED asks College Government to
consider “Ban the Bottle Movement”
A representative from Wellesley Energy
and Environmental Defense (WEED)
asked College government to consider
implementing their “Ban the Bottle
Movement,” which would deny funding to
organizations supplying disposable water
bottles at events and introduce three-gallon
reusable jugs, similar to those used at the
infused water station at Lulu. WEED claims
that the impact of plastic cups to be used
in their new system will still qualify as an
improvement, but aims to phase out plastic
cups as well in place of rented, reusable
mugs. Student leaders at next week’s
House Council meetings will discuss with
constituents whether or not to accept the
proposal. General meetings are held every
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in room 210 of the
Lulu Chow Wang Campus Center.
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Sherman discusses Portuguese-American
relations and role of ambassadors

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

turning down an Obama administration job
As an ambassador, he represents U.S. interests
because he didn’t want to relocate his family
in a way that mutually benefits Portugal and the
from Boston to Washington, D.C., Sherman
United States. As the Chief of Mission in Portugal,
accepted the ambassador post because his wife
Sherman oversees the embassy of 200 employees
could live with him abroad while managing
in Lisbon, Portugal and is responsible for the
Connect to Success.
lives and actions of nearly every U.S. federal
When asked how Wellesley students can
employee in Portugal. The embassy works with
enter a career in the federal government by
the Department of State, U.S. and Portuguese
The Wellesley News, Sherman emphasized
law enforcement, the Department of Homeland
that students should consider areas they may
Security, the Department of Commerce and other
be interested in before applying for internships
entities.
offered at the U.S. Department of State,
When discussing why Portuguese-American
USAID and other federal organizations, whose
relations are crucial, Sherman talked about the
summer applications tend to be due in the fall
president’s solution to the complexity of the
and winter.
world’s problems and tenuous alliances.
“Find out what you want to do and kick the
“Obama’s philosophy is that the only way to
tires,”
Sherman said, adding that working
solve this problem is through our allies,” Sherman
at the Department of State gave him an
said before highlighting the common values of the
unprecedented opportunity to work with
United States and Europe and Portugal’s integral
diplomats, military officers and intelligence
role in the European Union and as a founder of the
offices who make great sacrifices to promote
North Atlantic Treaty Agreement.
U.S. interests abroad.
Sherman then discussed the current state of
Sherman also told the audience to always
Portugal, which saw socialist and communist party
remember the value of a Wellesley degree
gains in Parliament this month after a center-right
when applying for federal jobs and internships.
government imposed stringent austerity measures
“You’ve got your leg up on a lot of people,”
under the helm of Prime Minister Pedro Passos
he
said.
Coelho. The country had received a $86 billion
Siena Harlin ’18, who is considering a career
bailout in 2011.
in the U.S. Foreign Service, was grateful to
While the country has cutting edge biotechnology
have learned Sherman’s experience in working
and a higher education system some say rivals that
for the State Department.
of the United States, the country suffers from lack
“I really appreciated how he and his wife
of access to capital markets and more importantly
stepped
up to help Portugal lift off—not only
“a lack of confidence.”
have they worked to increase Portugal’s role
That lack of confidence belies the great strides
in the global scientific community, but also
Portuguese women have made since Portugal
COURTESY OF U.S. EMBASSY IN PORTUGAL how they’ve cofounded a mentoring program
became a democracy 40 years ago. Women earn
for Portuguese women entrepreneurs!” Harlin
the majority of PhDs and MBAs and form more
said, adding that Sherman gave an appealing
businesses than men in Portugal but lack mentors
overview of life in the Foreign Service.
and are subject to cultural tensions with older generations. Sherman and his wife founded
Madeline Wood ’19 had expected the lecture to cover the history of AmericanConnect to Success a year ago to combat these problems. Today, all of Portugal’s business
schools and many large companies are helping dozens of Portuguese women gain the Portuguese relations and was pleasantly surprised to learn about Sherman’s philosophy
confidence and skills needed to build their startups by giving them free workshops and and the current state of Portugal.
“He mostly spoke about the valuable, untapped potential Portugal holds and his
mentoring opportunities. Connect to Success recently earned the European Diversity
responsibilities as ambassador. I enjoyed learning about his political philosophy, which
Award in the Supplier Diversity & Inclusion Program of the Year category.
Sherman is also well known for his motorcycle-riding campaign for the Transatlantic went something along the lines of ‘America is still evolving and can learn from other
Trade International Partnership (TIPP), a law he says will immediately give Portugal countries like Portugal.’ He drew some interesting parallels that augmented the rapid
$1 billion in GDP revenue and 40,000 new jobs. TIPP is meant to lower barriers to progress Portugal has made compared to America,” Wood said, adding that Sherman’s
international market entry for small and medium-sized businesses by eliminating tariffs example of the legalization of gay marriage in Portugal especially resonated with her.
Rosemary Dodd ’18 found the experience an inspirational one.
and inconsistent regulations. Sherman partnered with embassy members, reporters and a
“Although I’m not a Portuguese student at Wellesley, I’m studying Spanish and
local Harley Davidson club and rode to local businesses to discuss their experiences with
am
curious about working with the State Department in the future. Having a sitting
buying and selling foreign goods.
Before becoming an ambassador, Sherman served as the Assistant Attorney General ambassador give a talk at my school about how he feels that his work makes an impact
of Massachusetts and various law firms throughout his career. He helped fundraise over was motivational and illuminating, especially hearing about how his embassy engages
$500,000 as a member of the 2008 Obama campaign’s National Finance Committee. After with Portuguese women,” she elaborated.

DEVELOPMENTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
By NOOR PIRANI ’19
Developments in Higher Education Columnist
Medical school enrollment increases over past decade
Medical schools nationwide have experienced a notable increase in applications
and enrollments, according to statistics released this week by the Association of
American Medical Colleges. The total number of applicants this year increased by
6.2 percent in comparison to last year and around 25 percent since 2002. According
to the Chronicle of Higher Education, medical schools have also been working to
diversify their pool of admitted students, including 6.9 percent more Hispanic or
Latino students and 11.6 percent more African American students since 2002. This
year, the percentage of males admitted to medical schools was approximately 52
percent and females at 48 percent, a trend that has remained relatively stable over
the past few years. The number of first-time women applicants rose by 6.2 percent,
in comparison to a 3.5 percent increase in male applicants applying for the first time
since 2002.

Campuses reconsider gun laws
Within the past two years, almost 15 state legislatures have debated whether
students, teachers and administrators should be allowed to carry weapons on school
campuses. Ever since 2007, states including Idaho, Mississippi, Kansas, Wisconsin
and now Texas have made it legal for gun owners to carry weapons on campus. The
primary reason in support of this right is that the best way to halt an attack on campus
is for bystanders to provide an armed response prior to the police’s arrival. Others say
that carrying weapons on campus can potentially reduce the risk of sexual assault.
After the recent shooting in Oregon this month, some argued that the death count
could have been lower had someone been carrying a gun to stop to the shooter. In
June, lawmakers in Texas approved a bill that legalized carrying weapons on campus.
Ever since, faculty and students have organized a variety of protests denouncing
this regulation and claiming that they do not feel safe on campus anymore. Faculty
members at the University of Texas at Austin signed a petition to stop carrying guns
on campus, and Economics professor Daniel Hamermesh resigned.

NLRB reassesses whether graduate students are entitled to unions
The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) agreed to revisit the issue of whether
graduate teaching assistants at private universities should have the right to collective
bargaining. Many public universities have unionized graduate teaching assistants
as these schools are administered by state laws; however, private universities
are regulated by the NLRB. Although the Board simply agreed to reassess this
matter, most of the board’s members are in support of unions. According to Insider
Higher Ed, unions advocate that graduate students should have the same rights as
employees, while universities retain their view of graduate students primarily as
students. Leaders in the universities claim that collective bargaining will negatively
impact student-professor relationships. Furthermore, they perceive graduate students
as interns who are obtaining educational experience rather than employees.

Studies question the value of the high school diploma
Although high school graduation rates have increased, policymakers are analyzing
whether students are actually receiving adequate preparation for college. Achieve
assessed the various diploma options available to students in all 50 states across the
nation and determined whether these diplomas met standards for college-and-career
readiness (CCR) in English/literacy and math. Their studies revealed that although
many states have several options for diplomas, there are 20 states whose diplomas do
not require students to complete CCR requirements. According to Achieve’s report,
all states have CCR standards for their mathematics and English courses, but they do
not require all of their students to take these courses prior to graduation. Therefore,
although graduation rates may be increasing, this number does not reflect whether
those students have taken CCR-required courses. Policymakers are now taking steps
to ensure that families are aware of the course requirements and diploma options in
order to improve their children’s post-high school success.
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Wellesley Women in Business hosts founder of
dynamic new startup
By YU RONG LIM ’18
Contributing Writer

donors after the earthquake with posts that voiced the need for blood. It is also
arming German citizens and Syrian refugees with the app to aid the exchange of
basic necessities.
When Getmii first launched, the startup flew 17 people to Bangkok and rented out
a space. Max Meyer said he chose Bangkok as the location for the startup because
of the “fun environment”, as he wanted his employees to enjoy themselves while
they worked hard on the app.
The corporate culture was described as “profoundly creative with very high moral
and ethical standards.”
As far as improvements made
to the app, a scoring point system
was added to provide incentive to
users to be more active with the
app and a few bugs were fixed in
the code.
Meyer stated job positions in
his startup are built around the
strengths of the team. Meyer’s
brother, Mark, said he “sees
how people respond to the app
positively or negatively”, while
Fredrik Vateman who joined
after his recent graduation from
Cambridge University said he
does recruitment for the company.
“It is not necessary to be from
a tech background to become
involved in tech”, Meyer said,
pointing to the fact that he did not
have a technological background.

Wellesley Women in Business recently invited Max Meyer, the co-founder of a
new app called Getmii, to speak about his startup. The app seeks to redefine how
everyday people search for things using technology.
Meyer said that in a situation where one wanted to search for a Japanese tutor,
the person who is searching may not
be able to fulfill their need. However,
Getmii targets a demographic with
a specific need, and those who can
fulfill that need, narrowing the search.
Meyer, who graduated Harvard
in 2012, said the idea for the app
started when he was living in China
while working for the management
consulting firm McKinsey &
Company.
During his time in China, he
realized that there was potential for a
tool that would directly match a need
with a corresponding service. After
working at McKinsey for 2 years,
Meyer left with his two co-founders,
Darryl Lau and Matthias Juergens, to
begin working on the new app.The
app looks to increase the efficiency
of searches by pairing a “need” with
an asset. Getmii is the first startup to
partner with Tsinghua University, one
of the leading academic institutions in
Ye Rin Chu’18 said that she
China.
thought the Getmii app would be
]YU RONG LIM ’18, CONTRIBUTING WRITER useful and popular in the future.
Currently, the app is still in a
developmental stage. However, to WWIB members and an event audience member with Max Meyer, the founder of Getmii.
“It’s meeting people’s needs
ensure trust among users, Getmii
and recognizing them as a crucial
plans to leverage social capital by
asset. I would recommend it
having users sign up for the app using
to underprivileged children in
Facebook and compare their experience with that of mutual friends.
Korea,” Chu said.
The app was launched three weeks ago on over 20 campuses and is hoping to
Because of the uses of this technology for humanitarian causes, TechCrunch in
expand into Wellesley College. When tested in Korea and Japan, the most common San Francisco has considered awarding it a social impact award, an award given
post was “get people after school tutoring for my kids” and in Thailand it was “get each year to the most interesting startups and technological innovations.
me buddies to hang out with.” In Nepal, Getmii helped double the amount of blood

Students Organized for Syria launches relief
effort for Syrian refugees
By NOOR PIRANI ’19
Contributing Writer

MEGAN STORMBERG ’18, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
A student makes a donation to the SOS campaign.

You may have noticed the plastic containers and
paper bags in the Freeman and Shafer lobbies,
overflowing with food, clothes, blankets and toiletries.
This collections drive is part of the Students Organized
for Syria (SOS) campaign to assist Syrians in their
struggle for freedom and ultimately help them attain
an independent, pluralistic society that will replace
the current humanitarian crisis. Today, the country
is in shambles due to an ongoing civil war between
President Bashar al-Assad’s government and the rebel
forces who want to overthrow him.
According to their official website, SOS is a

nationwide organization that focuses on “promoting
student solidarity with the Syrian people’s struggle for
freedom by holding nationally unified campaigns in
the following three categories: Education/Awareness,
Advocacy/Solidarity, and Fundraising.” SOS has
chapters across the United States, including groups at
Wellesley College, University of Pennsylvania, Yale
University and University of California Berkeley.
Tala Nashawati ’17 explained that she helped initiate
a Wellesley College chapter of SOS last spring after
she heard about Columbia University’s SOS chapter.
“I knew [forming this chapter] would be the best
way that I could help even while I’m at school,” she
said. “The process wasn’t difficult, and the national
organization is always happy to have chapters join.”
The national SOS organization is affiliated with
NuDay Syria, a non-profit organization that collects
the donations, packs them into 40-foot long containers,
and sends them off from a warehouse in Amesbury, MA
to be shipped to Mersin Port in Turkey. From there, a
local shipper transports the containers to Bab al-Hawa,
an international highway between Syria and Turkey,
where the donations are transferred to many different
trucks that carry the items to refugee-heavy areas.
Nashawati expressed how the entire operation is
demanding work and quite dangerous, especially for
locals directly distributing donations.
“The people who distribute [these donations] are
actually Syrians, essentially risking their lives to bring
the items to those who need them,” she said. “It’s a truly
amazing organization that is making a real difference.”
In addition to this collections drive, Wellesley’s
chapter of SOS has launched several fundraisers in
the past and has sent the proceeds to NuDay Syria.
Fundraisers included two baklava sales and a hookah
fundraiser that they organized with Wellesley Arab
Women Association.
Atiya Khan ’18, who helped Nashawati initiate
Wellesley’s SOS chapter, expressed why it is important
that students become involved in relief efforts for
Syrian refugees.
“Relief efforts for Syrian refugees and bringing
awareness about their situation are very important
because often, we get caught up on trying to understand
the narrative of war and politics among big leaders and
agitators that we forget the people that directly affected
by the violence,” Khan said. “We forget the humanity,

needs and rights of the civilians and refugees who have
been harmed the most by the crises. Their lives have
been altered for the worst, and our involvement is the
least we can do.”
Maryam Mustafa ’18, who is working with AlMuslimat to organize a box of donations and personal
letters, agreed that it is important for students to
remember how real this humanitarian crisis is.
“[Many refugees] are in danger because of the boat
rides they have to take and many have [also] drowned-just like Aylan Kurdi, a 3-year old boy. It sucks that
students need the photo of Aylan to realize just how
‘real’ these issues are. However, when learning about
these issues, you are given the chance to transform
these situations with the help that you can give,” she
said.
In addition to fostering relief for Syria, part of
SOS’s philosophy is to promote student activism,
emphasizing that students have the power to alleviate
the humanitarian crises that afflict nations in the
developing world today.
Nashawati explained why she thinks student activism
is absolutely essential in today’s society.
“I think it’s very important that, locked up in our
Wellesley bubble, we are still aware of other things
happening around the world. Syria is the largest
humanitarian crisis we’ve seen practically since the
Holocaust and definitely in our generation, and for us to
just ignore that because we’re far away and don’t see it
in our own backyard is, in my opinion, unacceptable,”
she said. “We have to put everything into perspective
and do what we can to help, especially in this case,
where literally every donation makes a difference in
someone’s life. If we have the power to help, then we
have an obligation to help.”
Khan agreed that it is important for students
to recognize the privileges they have, and more
importantly, use that power in order to advocate for
change in countries that need assistant.
“We should not let the civilians and refugees of the
Syrian crisis feel like we have forgotten about them,”
she said. “Our activism is a privileged one. We are here
doing the little things we can do to help; they’re out
there trying to survive. We have privilege and we need
to help, not because it’s noble, [but because] it’s our
duty.”
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Sustainable Living Certification Program aims for
everyday sustainability

I am not as good at, as well as making sure that I am
doing things as environmentally friendly as possible.
There are certain checklist items that I did not meet;for
The Sustainable Living Certification (SLC) Program,
example, I am not a vegetarian or vegan and do not
relaunched this fall semester, aims to encourage
plan on becoming one.But it was quite gratifying to
Wellesley students to adopt more sustainable lifestyle
see that I am doing a lot of environmentally friendly
practices. Run by the Office of
things.”
Sustainability with the support of
Some habits stated on the
each residence hall’s Eco-Rep,
checklist such as cleaning the lint
the initiative also aims to increase
trap of the dryer machines, or not
awareness of how one’s daily actions
owning a mini-fridge are perhaps
can impact the environment.
easier for most students to adopt.
The SLC Program was mooted at
However, other practices might
the end of the Spring 2015 semester
be more of a challenge. Cathy Ye
by Eco-Rep Coordinator Xi Xi ’17,
’19, Eco-Rep for Stone-Davis,
who was then hired as an intern at
noted that sustainable printing
the Office of Sustainability.
habits might be tough for some to
“We wanted to do something more
practice.
substantial with Eco-Reps, and many
“Printing is hard, because you
universities have such a program.”
can be more of a visual and handsXi explained. All Eco-Reps are
on learner. Even for myself, I find
involved in the SLC program as
that it’s easier when you have
auditors and are also to act as
a physical copy in front of you.
ambassadors for the program with
If you feel bad about printing,
the responsibility of publicizing the
printing two pages on one page,
program and encouraging students
or reducing margins and the font
in their residence hall to get certified.
size are all ways to decrease paper
According to Xi, more than 30
usage. And it’s easy to do,” Ye
students have gotten their rooms
noted.
certified. The certification process
With Wellesley’s Sustainability
involves a Wellesley student
Advisory Committee having
contacting either their Eco-Rep, the
MEGAN STORMBERG ’18, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR released its draft sustainability
Office of Sustainability or the Ecoplan recently, the SLC Program
Rep Coordinator about getting their The bikeshare program is one way in which Wellesley Students
also fits nicely with the College’s
can
demonstrate
that
they
live
sustainably.
room certified to date. All students
overall direction to become a
are certified individually, though it
more sustainable institution.
is encouraged for those living with roommates to be practices stated on the checklist that can contribute to
Upcoming additions to the execution of the program
audited at the same time as their roommates.
living sustainably, the basic levels of certification aim include sending out actual certificates to students who
The auditing process takes 30 to 45 minutes, to be very achievable, even for students that may feel have been certified to act as visual reminders to live
whereby the Eco-Rep asks the student questions off they are not as environmentally-friendly.
sustainably. Xi also acknowledged the need to make
the Sustainable Living Checklist. Points are awarded
Adele Clifford ‘16 highlighted the ease of auditing an easier process for Eco-Reps to carry out,
for certain practices are awarded, and they are totaled certification and cited the incentive of getting prizes as as there is a limited number of Eco-Reps available to
up at the end of the auditing process to ascertain the a motivation for getting her room re-certified this fall. carry out audits and constant auditing is a large time
level of certification — from the lowest of “One-leaf”
“Everyone should get certified, because some commitment for the Eco-Rep.
to the highest of “Five-leaf”. Each level of certification pretty basic environmental practices are enough to
Xi expressed her hopes for more people to be
is worth seven credits, which can then be exchanged get a one-leaf rating, and then you get a prize, and certified, and in so doing, adopting a more sustainable
for prizes such as a $10 El Table voucher, Peter Pan everyone likes prizes.” Clifford said. “It was good to lifestyle.“It’s not hard to be sustainable! It’s not hard!”
punch passes and Diva cups. Re-certification is also be reminded of certain environmental practices which Xi exclaimed.
By KIMBERLY CHIA ’19
Staff Writer

possible, making the initiative one that aims to be
continuous so as to encourage the adoption of new
sustainable living habits.
The checklist nature of the certification also aims to
act as a reminder of and resource for what actions can
be taken to live sustainably. Given the wide variety of

EYE ON SCIENCE

Colors in fall foliage may be
linked to ancient ice ages

intensity of the fall colors. For example, if it is a cool fall, but not freezing, red colors
will be more prominent. If there is an early frost, however, the red colors will be
duller. The most interesting of the discrepancies between fall colors, however, are
There are few places in the world that are as beautiful as New England in the geographically motivated. It has come to people’s attention that there is a difference
fall. Wellesley is particularly
between fall colors in the United
gorgeous, with its plethora of trees
States and in Europe.
and the shimmering lake. This is, of
In both the U.S. and in East Asia,
course, because of the many shades
there are trees that turn intensely
of orange, red, brown, yellow and
red. However, in Europe, the fall
purple that leaves turn during this
foliage is predominantly yellow.
time of year. While most people
This difference has sparked some
have a basic understanding of why
interesting research into the cause,
leaves change color in the fall, there
especially by Simcha Lev-Yadun of
is interesting new research about the
the University of Haifa-Oranim in
differences between the fall colors
Israel and Jarmo Holopainen of the
in different parts of the world.
University of Kuopio in Finland.
Most students are taught early on
Looking back about 35 million
that plants need their green leaves to
years, they were able to discover
perform photosynthesis. The green
that the tree’s process of becoming
color is caused by the presence
deciduous (dropping leaves in the
of chlorophyll in the leaves, a
winter) occurred around the time
chemical that allows the plant to
of the ice age. At that time, in
turn sunlight, carbon dioxide and
both North America and Asia there
water into energy in the form of
were mass migrations of animals
sugars and starch.
as the climate fluctuated. When
Lesser known than the green
the animals moved, so did insects
pigment, however, are other
and pests that were part of their
pigments such as carotene and
environment. It is theorized that the
xanthophyll, both of which create
anthocyanins, or red pigments, are
an orange color. These other colors
insect repellents and developed to
are masked by the green of the
AUDREY STEVENS ’17, CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER deal with the increase of leaf-eating
chlorophyll during the spring and Fall foliage at Wellesley often demonstrates the variety of fall colors, including hues of red.
insects.
summer.
Europe, on the other hand, had the
In the fall this begins to change. As
Alps to deter migrant insects and
temperatures drop and the length of the day shortens, the chlorophyll present in the animals from moving in during the ice age, and therefore, even when this period of
leaves of trees begins to break down. This change reveals the orange and yellow climatic change was over there was no need for the insect-repelling qualities of the
pigments present in the leaves underneath the green.
red leaves.
However, in New England, there are also reds and purples that are often seen, even
This research brings up many interesting questions about the differences between
though there were originally no pigments present in the leaves that produce these the fall colors all over the world, and the possible roles that the different pigments
colors. It is through a chemical reaction that occurs alongside the breakdown of the play in the lives of the trees.
chlorophyll that red pigments, or anthocyanins, become present in some trees.
There are several factors both geographical and climatic, that can impact the
By ELINOR HIGGINS ’18
Staff Columnist
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Bottomly’s $11,000 gifts should
sponsor student innovation

In support of residential life staff pay, President Kim Bottomly
generously gifted the College Government an $11,000 endowment
to replenish the ballot initiative that had originally funded the
Student Leadership Stipend. Not only will student leaders receive
monetary compensation from the College, but the student body can
now use the $11,000 gift for projects focused on improving student
and academic life at Wellesley. The endowment entails countless
options, but using the money to finance an Ideafest project will
both respond to students’ persistent demands and encourage the
Wellesley community to collaborate on community projects.
While ballot initiatives are worthwhile
endeavors, an IdeaFest provides a communal,
vast distribution of opportunity to many
students. Instead of one ballot receiving the
entire lump of money, an IdeaFest allows
multiple projects to be pitched and funded.
Likewise, it allows Wellesley students outside
of College Government to participate in the
process of creating campus change. Last year,
250 students showed up to the first Ideafest
meeting and contributed their ideas and
concerns to everyone else involved. Concerns
most people brush aside materialized as a
common issue during the meeting — even
something seemingly trivial like the Senate
Bus schedule or the lack of exciting activities
in the dorm. The College Government does its
best to communicate regularly with the student
body, but regular email updates provide only
a one-way communication. Ideafest meetings
can enable a better exchange of information
between the CG and the students. Allowing students to collectively
decide the terms of their own life closes the gap between the
Government and the student body and brings common concerns to
the forefront.
However, an Ideafest project should be a continuous process,
not limited to one productive meeting at Tishman Commons. For
example, a group of students last year came up with an excellent
Ideafest project named “#TweeterPan”; basically, a Twitter hashtag
that allows people to check updates on Peter Pan delays, weather,
and traffic. However, not until later did the project members figure
out that most Wellesley students prefered Facebook over Twitter,
and “#TweeterPan” was quickly dropped to make room for a

Transportation Updates Facebook Page. Resources and time were
needed to update the new project. Scheduling follow-up meetings
every month could prevent the chaotic scramble that results from
project or idea changes.
Moreover, several Ideafest projects that were supposed to
materialize by the end of the year have failed to do so or not
become as apparent. In addition, some of the Ideafest projects,
while useful, detracted from addressing campus concerns at large.
While purchasing a box of fun games and activities per dorm can
contribute to improving mental health on campus, an Ideafest
project could have larger impacts and can
tackle the campus issues, such as mental health,
at a higher level. Rather, the $11,000 should be
focused on projects that fulfill purposes other
than those of existing organizations. They
should be innovative and creative.
Along with the visionary projects, the $11,000
should tackle glaring campus issues. For
example, we have yet to attain sustainability.
Several concerns permeate the campus, such
as food waste in dining halls and campus
water supply. Waste management and basic
resources are important issues anywhere one
goes, and neglecting such issues can threaten
the health of the student body. The issue of
campus sustainability itself is a broad topic
that branches off into many lines of inquiry.
How can provide beverages in lectures without
spending environmental capital recklessly?
What are inventive ways we can get students to
increase their green footprint? The possibilities
are endless.
The $11,000 endowment is a great opportunity to launch a new
Ideafest project, but we as a student body need to devote our most
valuable resource (time) to research an idea and create something
that will not only improve our lives, but also future Wellesley
generations. It is essential we improve the residential and academic
life not only of ourselves, but of those in the future. By allowing
numerous student projects to be funded, both College Government
and the Wellesley community would be making a strong support
of start-up culture. Effectively, dedicating $11,000 to independent
projects would be in spirit of our motto: Non ministrari sed
ministrare.

“ Along with
the visionary
projects, the
$11,000 should
tackle glaring
campus issues...”

The side effect of plugged-in:
Phones exacerbate loneliness at Wellesley

By MARIAJOSÉ RODRÍGUEZ-PLIEGO ’16
Opinions Editor

The “Wellesley experience” involves
many hours of homework, building some
of the strongest bonds of friendships you
will ever have, and gushing over how
much you love this or that professor. It
also entails solitude. We say goodbye to
our families before August orientation
and over the next four years we all learn
to adapt to an environment that demands
higher levels of independence than living
within a family unit does. This process
of adaptation always involves solitude,
and a great number of Wellesley students
report persistent feelings of isolation and
loneliness.
We dislike feeling isolated. Being by
ourselves can force us to face our questions
and fears, and we often work hard to avoid
confronting ourselves. If we aren’t eating
with our friends we take out our phones
and scroll through Facebook feeds and
Snapchats. When we walk from our dorms
to class we play a podcast. Feeling the
constant reassuring contact with a friend
or family member or a media feed makes
us feel like we are more connected to our
friends and family. Yet our attachment
to our phones is disconnecting us from
ourselves and preventing us from learning
how to be alone. If we develop an aversion
to solitude in our college years when we
are developing our adult identities and
habits, then what does this mean for the
rest of our adult lives?
A 2014 study conducted at the University
of Virginia asked people to sit in a chair
for fifteen minutes and think, without using
electronic devices or a book (and without
falling asleep). During these fifteen
minutes, many subjects were willing to
receive mild electric shocks rather than
sit alone without a device. I can’t help but
think that a similar experiment at Wellesley
would yield similar results. We use our

phones while we talk to friends, while
we ride the bus to Boston, while we eat
and walk and study. During class breaks
the first thing all students do is dive for

MARIAJOSE RODRIGUEZ PLIEGO ’16

their phones to check the latest messages
received.
We prefer to post on YikYak about how
lonely we feel rather than putting our phones
away and learning to be comfortable with
our solitude. The problem with this is that,
as MIT professor Sherry Turkle explains,
“If we don’t know how to be alone, we’ll
only know how to be lonely.” Feelings of
loneliness alienate us from our campus
community and exacerbate insecurity and
sadness.
The Wellesley Effect released a video
last week called “This is The Place.”
Students and alumni talk about the power
that Wellesley has to help students find
themselves and their passions. Wellesley’s
best known alumni, including Diane
Sawyer, Hillary Clinton and Madeleine

Albright trace their success back to
Wellesley — Wellesley is where we
discover who we are and who we want to
become. Discovering ourselves involves
a conscious effort to think and question
everything in our lives, and this process
requires solitude and requires us to be at
peace when we are by ourselves.
The decisions about our career paths and
job applications that we take at Wellesley
require careful thinking and exploration
of ourselves. It is crucial to have an
independence of mind that allows to take
decisions based on what we actually want
to do and not what most people around us
are doing, what our families want us to
do, what our professors advise us to do,
or what our fears push us to do. We can’t
have an independent mind if we don’t take
time to ourselves to think, if we don’t take
advantage of those walks from class to the
library to ask ourselves how we are feeling.
Solitude is scary and our phones
allow us to escape it. Not only has the
internet become an easy form of escapism,
it has turned being alone into being lonely
and made solitude nightmarish. It is almost
painful to become a self-absorbed student
body in a campus that offers a myriad of
beautiful sights to appreciate and places to
enjoy our own company.
Opening our eyes to our campus, our
community, but mostly to ourselves is
particularly important during our college
years. This is the time when we need to
lay the foundations for who we want to
become, the time when we make important
career path decisions, and the time when
we begin to forge the habits that we will
carry for the rest of our lives. We need to
put our phones away and learn to have
conversations with ourselves. Challenge
yourself to start your day phone-free: don’t
check your phone until after breakfast. Put
away while you eat dinner and during class.
Break habits on your everyday routines
and give yourself time to think.
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Strut like you mean it:
Free yourself from sexual stigma

COURTESY OF FITZOP
By MAGGIE CONNELLY ’19
Contributing Writer
You go out on Saturday night, maybe have a little too
much to drink, and lo and behold, it is Sunday morning, and
you find that you have yet to make it back to Wellesley from
your night out at Harvard. You stand up, zip up your jeans,
grab your phone, and probably do not say a word to last
night’s conquest. You walk out the door, embarking on what
may be your first, third, or tenth ‘walk of shame.’ I propose
that we put the phrase ‘walk of shame’ to rest and introduce
a new term: the stride of pride.
This is something that has been on my mind for a
long time. Since coming to college, though, I have garnered
experience that I feel makes me more qualified and more
impassioned to write on the subject. I was hesitant to write
about this due to the fact that most things that correlate
with sex are sensitive subjects. I realized, though, that the
gender inequality and social stigma that accompanies the
idea of the ‘walk of shame’ is something that necessitates
acknowledgement.
The walk of shame is generally when a woman
leaves the room of her sexual partner after a long night of

drinking, partying, and well, sex, and makes her way back
to her room to sleep off her hangover and gossip with her
friends. This person with whom she graced her body could
have been a one night stand or a long time significant other,
but it does not matter. People stare at this girl in judgement,
labeling her a “slut,” yet most would not say something
negative about a male leaving someone’s place in the early
hours. It is deemed ‘cool’ for a guy to have sex, and his
friends are going to give him props for it. That guy is a
conqueror. According to of “Sexual Double Standards: A
Review and Methodological Critique of Two Decades of
Research” by Mary Crawford and Danielle Pop, “Sexually
active women were considered less popular among both
sexes than sexually active men.” Additionally, “Women who
changed sex partners a number of times during the year were
rated as more irresponsible and as having less self respect
than men who engaged in the same behaviors.” In their
further analysis of a study performed by R.R. Milhausen
and E.S. Herold, an overwhelming number of participants
(95%) believed that there is “a double standard for sexual
behavior (a standard in which it is more acceptable for a
man to have had more sexual partners than a woman).”
There is nothing wrong with someone partaking
in consensual, safe, quality sex. I acknowledge that sex in
college often involves alcohol, which is problematic because
this can get in the way of consent. But we must move
towards supporting women’s choices about their sex lives
and promoting safe sex through positive attitudes rather than
confronting the issue with judgmental and alienating words.
Who are we to judge someone for their actions behind
closed doors? Finding men can be a bit challenging at an all
women’s college. Hanging out with guys while attending
Wellesley becomes a production; either they come here or
we go there, so when the opportunity to hangout with guys
presents itself, many may want to make the most of it. For
them, that may mean spending the night, whether or not one
has sex.
Even at coeducational schools. though, why does anyone
care that this person had sex last night? Sex is not a bad thing;
sex is a beautiful thing. Choosing to have sex, whether it be
casual or not, is a personal decision that should not be judged,
just like choosing not to have sex is a personal decision that
should not be judged. I can do as I please with my body and
the main reason for that is because it is my body; it is not
my parent’s body, my friend’s body, my partner’s body, it is
my body. I dress it, shave it, exercise it, and take care of it
in all forms, so why should someone else have the right to
dictate what I do with it sexually? My brothers have never

had to answer to anyone about why they want to have sex,
so why should I? While I do not blame my parents for this,
as they are simply molded by societal expectations, my
brothers and I are treated far differently when it comes to
our interactions with members of the opposite sex (as we
are all heterosexual). While I have never been allowed to
have a boy in my room alone, my older brothers have been
hanging out with girls behind closed doors without any
supervision for years. I am in college and often find myself
thinking, “Oh, is that allowed? Am I able to go hangout with
guys on my own? Would my mom be okay with it? Would
my dad?” I am legally an adult, so why do my parent’s rules
and societal norms still affect me?
In Corinna Clendenen’s piece “Walk of Shame for Men?
There is None,” written for The Huffington Post: Canada,
she asked “Why does the social stigma against the sexually
active woman persist?” She added “Female characters
in literature with multiple lovers meet sorry ends. Anna
Karenina and Madame Bovary commit suicide, Hester
Prynne is branded with a scarlet letter, Anna in Sue Miller’s
The Good Mother has her young daughter taken away
from her.” Women in literature that are often found in the
classroom are scorned for their behavior, but no one cares
to judge the males whom these women engaged in sexual
intercourse with. The escapades of men are celebrated.
“Literature and lyrics are full of tales of male virility. From
the exploits of Don Juan and Casanova to James Bond and
even JFK, the male taste for variety in women is the stuff of
legend, often told with no more than a nod and a wink for
their bad boy practices,” said Clendenen. “These stories are
accepted, even lauded,” thus leaving young girls to question
what they can and cannot do with their bodies, with regard
to society’s expectations, that is.
The more the better is the case when it comes to men. Yet
for women, it seems as though we are supposed to keep that
number as low as possible. This idea that women should be
virginal and pure is so suffocating, so let’s break down that
glass ceiling that shuts us in and have as much sex as we
(and our partners) please. That’s not to say that we should
have sex just to have sex. Have sex because you want to,
have sex because you are physically attracted to someone
and the offer is on the table and every part of you is telling
you that you should. Do not let societal bindings be so
oppressive and define what you can and cannot do with your
body. Take that stride of pride all you want. Or, if you’re off
campus, take that bus (or Uber) ride of pride, because this
is your life and your body, and you get to choose what you
do with it.

Take away those guns and bring out the dildos
By KELE ALFRED-IGBOKWE ’19
Staff Writer
Protests, on principle, are supposed to
be loud, disruptive, and eye-catching. By
nature, they’re not supposed to be make
people feel comfortable. Their aim is to
make people look and listen, and to simply
get into people’s faces. Most importantly,
they’re intended to make people think. The
students of the University of Texas Austin
plan to do just that when they come to class
with gigantic dildos hanging from their
backpacks. What we can learn from those
students is to not be afraid to make some
people feel uncomfortable in order to have
our voices heard in protest of what we feel
is not right.
In Texas, it is legal to bring a concealed
weapon to class, while sex toys violate
the obscenity policy of the institution. By
dauntlessly coming to class with dildos on
their backpacks, the students will give a
clear message that if guns, which can cause
harm and death, are allowed in a learning
environment, then harmless sex toys should
be allowed as well. It is perhaps a remark
about American society as a whole, in
which sex is taboo, yet it seems violence is
glorified. What seems like the glorification
of violence is really the right to self-defend.
Perhaps the students feel that if people can
be given the right to defend themselves,
they should also be given the right to be
sexually liberated.
Provocation is often an effective means
of protest because it forces people to see an
issue they may not necessarily be thinking
about and care about the issue at hand. It is
not easy to ignore. For example, protests to
“Free The Nipple” often have women out in
public topless, which has good shock value,
because it is definitely against societal
norms. “Free the Nipple” brought awareness
to the inequality in the fact that female
nipples are censored, while male nipples
are not. A major protest occurred in New
York City on August 23rd, 2015. It is very

eye-catching to see a woman walk down the
street with her nipples in full view, which
draws attention to their protests to “Free
The Nipple”. A lot of buzz was generated
by protests, both positive and negative.
While some applauded the women’s efforts
for gender equality, others perceived them
as attention-seeking and straying from the
“actual unrest in the world to protest about”.
However, such protests can also be
incredibly ineffective, simply because the
message is often lost as people debate the
usefulness of the method being used to
broadcast said message. Regarding “Free
The Nipple”, the point is that some women
feel that their nipples shouldn’t be censored
in the name of gender equality, because male
nipples aren’t censored. Yet, by protesting
through blatantly being out in public with
their nipples showing, it can distract people
from the actual issue being protested, as
the conversation would shift to focus on
how provocative the protest was. Instead
of discussing the idea of “female liberation

COURTESY OF THE DAILY BEAST
and empowerment”, the public responded
with discomfort at the sight of seeing nude
bodies in the streets.
In the case of the Texas students, the
shock value may also serve as a distraction
from their well thought out point that sexual
items should be allowed if violent ones are.
Public reactions may focus on the obscenity
of blatantly displaying sex toys. Still, I feel
that a protest should not shy away from
making people uncomfortable, because I
believe that change often comes out of a
place of discomfort. People’s lives have to
be affected in some way to propel them to
take action, or at least have a conversation.
If not, they will continue not to care and
nothing will be done.
While provocative protests can certainly
draw attention to what needs to be changed,
they cannot necessarily convince people
that change should be made to the status
quo. What is lost in such provocative
protests tends to be a sort of respect, or even
willingness, to see the protesters’ point of

view, because of people who disagree with
the method of protest and so are reluctant
to engage with the protesters. For example,
this summer, Black Lives Matter activists
stormed a stage in which Bernie Sanders
was giving a speech about his policies as a
presidential candidate. They were heavily
criticized for interrupting Sanders’ speech
and taking over the stage, which was seen
as very disrespectful. It created a negative
image of the Black Lives Matter movement
and drew attention away from their demands
for policies that deal with racial justice and
racial equality.
In the case of Black Lives Matter
protesting the absence of racial inequality
in presidential candidates’ platforms, a
provocative protest was necessary, because
serious issues, like that of race and gender,
are so important that they need to be
detailed in our presidential candidates’
policy proposals. It also directly confronted
the person from whom they wanted to
see change. By making sure their voices
were heard, no matter how contentious or
provocative it might have been, those Black
Lives Matters made sure necessary change
was enacted. Bernie Sanders now has a
racial justice platform clearly detailed as
part of his policies. A good protest is not
limited to pure shock value.
Dildos are a good form of protest because
they clearly convey a message of sexual
liberation. Even though they rely on shock
value, the protests also have a deeper
meaning behind them on the unfairness of
allowing perceived violence in schools,
while banning sexual objects, which cause
no harm.
Provocative protests can make very strong
and effective statements if they are backed
up with a powerful reason behind the protest
and draw enough awareness towards an
issue not often spoken about, while directly
being heard by an agent of change. Theatrics
aside, provocative protests are essential
for broad societal change. Nothing will be
changed without a lot of discomfort.
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The Wellesley Collective Residency Project
brings artists together for campus-wide exhibit

Overall, the experience
was rewarding for all
participants.
Zsuzsanna
Szegedi reflects on what
Fall has brought a number of
her
most
enjoyable
exciting events at Wellesley College
experiences
were:
“I
this year, and The Wellesley Collective
enjoyed observing the
Residency Project has been a highlight
collaborations as they were
for the Art department. As described
developing, the ups and
on the project’s blog, “The Wellesley
downs of finding solutions.
Collective Residency Project is
Exchange ideas as we sat
a
community-based
pedagogical
outside in the middle of the
experiment that brings together
sun-filled Severance Green.
three groups of artists from a mix
At the end, we organized a
of different fields and established
public tour and, following
careers—art students, alumni, faculty,
a map, we viewed each
curatorial fellows and regional visiting
project together – visitors,
artists—to generate campus-inspired
participants,
students,
artworks within a non-hierarchical
professors, staff – which
framework.” Zsuzsanna Szegedi and
created a playful collective
Thomas Willis, the curators of the
experience.
These
project, envisioned The Wellesley
three were my personal
Collective Residency as an annual or
highlights.”
Zsuzsanna
biannual event to bring students and
used the word “playful”
faculty together to create and exhibit
often in describing the
art around campus. Beginning on
various
exhibits;
the
Friday, Oct. 16, various students and
interactive
nature
of
faculty met in teams to exchange ideas
the project made the
and plan their installation locations.
collaboration and public
The process took around 3 weeks and
tour entertaining. Thomas
culminated this past weekend with a
Willis also commented on
reception and a public tour of the sites.
the success of the project:
Last year, Zsuzsanna Szegedi and
“We are extremely happy
Thomas Willis were interested in
with how all the works
creating “spontaneous art on campus
turned out, especially
and imagined how could that work
being created under such
within this educational institution.”
spontaneous conditions.
After considerable time planning, they
We are fascinated and
PHOTO COURTESY OF ZSUZSANNA SZEGEDI
pitched the idea to the Partnerships
proud with the flexibility
for Diversity and Inclusion Grants Team members get together to discuss ideas for installations.
and
compromise
of
Program and the Art Department.
everyone’s ideas within
Students applied to participate in the project, and various faculty, staff, and regional their collaborations and across their disciplines. It’s amazing how in one week the
visiting artists were invited to get involved as well. Participants of the project came artists went from not knowing one another to forming collaborative relationships –
from a variety of backgrounds and experiences, and dedicated four days to engage both professionally and candidly – that spawned unpredictable artworks, ideas, and
in conversation and collaboration. They divided into three teams and branched off to connections to come!” Though Thomas Willis and Zsuzsanna Szegedi were the curators
different locations around campus and installed their works in preparation for Saturday’s and the organizers of the project, the outcome was wholly dependent on the artists
public tour. Team 1 created a sound piece on east campus, titled “In Stillness there is a themselves; the beauty of The Wellesley Collective Residency Project was the element
Song”, where viewers engaged with the sounds of the tranquil environment. Team 2 put of surprise.
on a “playful performance” using the “You Are Here” camera installed in the Science
Looking forward, Zsuzsanna and Thomas are considering making the project an
Center. Team 3 designated four different locations around campus that engaged their annual event; but in the meantime, the two are busy following up with the project.
viewers in an interactive performance.
Photos of the projects and essays will be compiled in a book that will be released in
On the day of the reception and tour, visitors gathered in Jewett Art Center to celebrate summary of The Wellesley Collective Residency Project. The book will be archived and
the Wellesley Collective Residency Project, as well as take a guided tour throughout also available in the Art Library.
campus. Around 20 people attended the opening, where snacks and beverages lined a
table near a computer screen that showed “You Are Here” on the Wellesley website.
By MICHELLE LEE ’17
Arts Editor

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum enchants
visitors with historical architecture
By TIFFANY CHEN ’18
Assistant Arts Editor
The Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum is a museum
known for its different takes on public displays of art.
The patron, Isabella Stewart Gardner, had been one of the
leading female art patrons during the mid 1800s. Born in
New York City on April 14, 1840, Gardner always had a
passion for travel, which she ultimately discovered and
fell in love with Venice, Italy.
Whenever Gardner visited Venice, she would reside
in the Palazzo Barbaro, constructed by Giovanni Bon
in 1425, where the front of the palace would face the
river. Indeed, upon entrance into the museum, one
would be faced with the beautiful courtyard framed with
the walls similar to the walls of the Palazzo Barbaro.
Each wall was adorned with windows of two curved
arches complete with a marble balcony, a style unique
to Venice’s architectural design. When I stood on the
balcony on the second or third story and observed the
courtyard, I felt like I was reliving Gardner’s experience
of observing the scenery from her room in Venice. The
windows themselves bring air and light into the building.
In fact, the lighting of each room and the building overall
were provided by natural sunlight.
The vegetation itself was strongly associated with
Gardner’s identity because she chose to include flower
and plants that coordinated with a season. In other

words, the seasonal change of the vegetation reflected the
living state of the museum as the museum used to be her
residence. To have the courtyard change its appearance in
accordance with every season gave the courtyard itself a
feeling of residency.
The courtyard was the focus of the museum as the
building was structured to revolve around the garden.
Each room of the building was especially personalized to
signify Gardner’s identity as a woman. The colors of each
room were soft and rather dull, which contributed to the
personal aspect of the museum and displayed each room
as a residential space. Within each room were glass cases
containing letters Gardner had received and written to her
friends as well as photographs of her family and Gardner
herself at different stages of her life.
In fact, these photographs and letters as well as the
overall design of each room signify the personal and
emotional atmosphere of the museum. Gardner wants her
audience to be able to learn from her experience living as
a woman in the mid and late 1800s. She wants to flaunt
herself as a woman who had a passion for traveling and
learning for Western culture was not the sole focus of the
museum. Hidden in narrow and dark rooms adjacent to
the large rooms were folded Japanese paintings of nature
and residential life, which represent Gardner’s travels
in Asia. Gardner herself was a woman who nourished a
love for intellectual curiosity in foreign cultures. She also
displays this in one of the rooms labeled “The Chinese

Room,” which contains Chinese artifacts such as pots and
sculptures, for she had visited China as a young child.
But the addition to the original building, which was
designed by Renzo Piano in 2012, was a mystery to me.
Juxtaposed with the main building, it seemed out of place
because the original building was more personal and
residential, so the addition represented more of the public
museum. It was modern in its style and design, adorned
with glass walls and metal poles. It seemed like it was
attempting to have a dialogue with the main building,
but it was still separate. The atmosphere of the addition
was also extremely different, as the visitor would not feel
at home but rather like a stranger. I wasn’t sure how I
felt about the addition to the overall museum despite its
clean and organized structure as it felt out of place. But
nevertheless, the Calderwood Hall within the addition
was beautiful in its vertical and symmetrical structure. It
wasn’t something that I had seen before in typical concert
halls.
Overall, the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum is
Gardner’s home. The furniture and clothing displayed
in each room had the status of a work of art despite their
original use as personal utilities. The axial symmetry
of the museum contributed to the sense of personal
identity as each room fit together perfectly to become a
representation of Isabella Stewart Gardner.
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Tavi Gevinson releases a compilation
of “Rookie” author hits
as she had done. She first
gained attention after starting
a fashion blog called Style
Rookie at just 11 years old.
Tavi Gevinson, founder and
This blog led to interviews
editor-in-chief of the online Rookie
in publications including
Magazine, spoke in Boston to
The New York Times and
promote her new book, “Rookie
invitations to Fashion Week
Yearbook Four.” Following the
in Paris and New York. To
high school yearbook tradition, this
illustrate her point about
fourth edition will also be the final
the difficulties of growing
one. Gevinson began by reading her
up with fame, she cited the
letter from the editor that opens the
Britney Spears song “Lucky.”
book, which focused on growing
Gevinson did not refer to
up, noting Gevinson’s coming of
herself, as the audience did,
age along with that of her website
as extremely successful. Yet,
and audience. “This book compiles
the 19 year old New York
the best of our website’s senior
University freshman has an
year, and I’ve been graduated from
impressive resume. Along
high school and living alone in a
with her online presence,
new city for the duration of it,” she
Gevinson has acting credits
read.
to her name as well. She
Gevinson read two more previous
was in 2012’s Enough Said,
letters from the editor, which
and costarred in This Is
contained her thoughts ranging
Our Youth on Broadway
from musings on Taylor Swift’s
alongside Michael Cera.
“Style” to the distinction between
In addition, Gevinson has
friendship and romance.
spoken at TedxTeen and
“I worry now that I am doomed
been featured on the cover of
to be a fangirl forever,” Gevinson
Nylon magazine’s “It Girl”
read from her August letter, for
issue.
PHOTO COURTESY OF STYLISHOFSORTS.COM
an issue with the theme “give
Despite
these
and take.” True to her selfaccomplishments, Gevinson
Tavi Gevinson poses with her new book, filled with top hits on her website
assigned fangirl status, Gevinson
seems mostly unaffected by
speaks in a language of pop
her fame. When the audience
culture references. She quotes Fiona Apple lyrics, and moments later alludes to the began to applaud midway through reading her letter, Gevinson stopped for a moment
fight between Jay-Z and Solange at last year’s Met Gala. Even her haircut called for a and looked genuinely surprised.
reference, and she called it “the cut that prompted Frank Sinatra to divorce Mia Farrow.”
“I just touched gum,” she said in mock disgust after placing her hand on the underside
The majority of Gevinson’s time on stage was spent answering questions. The audience, of the podium, before laughing along with the audience. Gevinson was careful not to
made up mostly of high school and college-aged girls, asked several questions about take herself too seriously, and kept the atmosphere light. Rookie Yearbook Four is a
how the author deals with being so successful at such a young age. Gevinson responded continuation of Gevinson’s in-person charm, in which the first section begins with a
that she wanted to demystify the myth of success, mentioning that she was more nervous selfie from Gevinson’s last ever day of high school.
about her website now than she had been when she started it.
Gevinson clarified that there were certain downsides to growing up in the spotlight
By MARY MEISENZAHL ’19
Contributing Writer
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
PRIYANKA FOUDA ‘16

COURTESY OF WELLESLEYBLUE.COM

By LAURA BRINDLEY ’16
Sports and Wellness Editor
Wellesley Cross Country is having one of the best seasons in the history of the program. Blue Cross Country obliterated its opponents at the Seven Sisters race at Bryn Mawr with
an almost perfect score of 16. This was the lowest score ever recorded in the history of the Seven Sisters Cross Country race. Leading the top pack of Wellesley runners was Priyanka
Fouda ’16 who won the six-kilometer race in 22 minutes and 58 seconds. Throughout her college career, Fouda has had a large impact on Wellesley Cross Country and Track and
Field, as shown by her second consecutive Seven Sisters victory last weekend. Wellesley News spoke with Fouda about her feelings on Blue Cross Country’s historic Seven Sisters
victory and why she channels the energy of the great Steve Prefontaine when she runs.
Laura Brindley (L.B.): Who or what inspired you to run cross country?
Priyanka Fouda (P.F.): Initially, I sort of fell into running. I was cut from the soccer team my freshman year of high school, and so I was completely adrift. The cross country team
did not have cuts, so I joined late and it turned out I was not bad at it, so I kept going. Today, I would say that Steve Prefontaine inspires me the most. I attribute my nickname, which
is Pri, to him. He has an attitude towards running that I find very invigorating. It’s a very “take no prisoners” approach, and he really believes in the capacity of the human spirit to
overcome anything, and I have always found that very compelling.
L.B.: What were your initial thoughts when you realized you had won Seven Sisters?
P.F.: I was very excited. What I found most exciting was turning around and seeing all of the Wellesley people right behind me. I won Seven Sisters last year, so it was something
I really wanted to do again. But to win so decisively as a team requires the entire team and that’s what I found most exciting was to turn around and see a sea of Wellesley Blue.
L.B.: What has been your most memorable moment in Wellesley Cross Country?
P.F.: Coming in tenth at Regionals last year was one of the most gratifying experiences I have had at Wellesley. I qualified for Nationals as an individual, which has been a goal of
mine since I knew that I would be running in college.
L.B.: What is your favorite workout?
P.F.: I enjoy short repeats. I like going fast!
L.B.: What is one word of advice you would give to someone who has just started running or has just started training for a race?
P.F.: The hardest thing to do is get out of bed. Making sure you find time to run is not easy. I would say be conscientious and be consistent with your training is the advice I would
give. Distinguish winning from your enjoyment of a race. I work hard to separate my love of winning with my love of running because you cannot always win every race, but as long
as you are not injured, you can always run.
L.B.: How do you balance cross country and academics?
P.F.: Sometimes I think not very well. It’s nice that practice is at a set time every day, so I know when I don’t have time to work. I think every semester brings a new challenge
because every semester I take on new things academically or in terms of leadership. This semester I am working with Jackie Li ’16 and Abby Esrock ’16 on a program called Wellesley
to Wall Street. It helps people break into finance internships, and I have found it tricky to balance everything, but also when I get it right, very rewarding. The best thing to do is stay
organized.
L.B.: What should Blue fans expect from Wellesley Cross Country this weekend at NEWMACs?
P.F.: It is going to be a great race. Wellesley is definitely going to go after our big NEWMAC rival, MIT. We want to try to break up their strong pack. It will be exciting to see
us flex our muscles before Regionals.
L.B.: Do you plan to continue running competitively after you graduate?
P.F.: I would like to qualify for some Canadian races post collegiately, as I am a Canadian citizen. Long term, I know I will always run, but because of work and other responsibilities,
I don’t know what exactly the future will hold. That is why I am making the most of my time at Wellesley where I can run without any real worries besides what will be for dinner.
L.B.: If you could not do cross country or track, which sport would you want to do?
P.F.: I played lacrosse in high school and really liked that, and I also really liked soccer.
Blue Cross Country will compete at the NEWMAC race on Sunday, Nov. 1 at Franklin Park in Boston at 11 a.m.

UPCOMING MATCHES

Support Wellesley Blue!
Oct. 28

Field Hockey vs. UMass Dartmouth
7 p.m.

Oct. 31

Soccer at Springfield
2 p.m.

Oct. 31

Volleyball at Springfield
1 p.m.

Nov. 1

Cross Country NEWMACs at Franklin Park
11 a.m.
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Congrats to all senior fall
athletes on their final seasons!
Mariana Brena - Cross Country				

Caroline Guild- Field Hockey

								
Laura Brindley- Cross Country				
Anissa Sridhar- Field Hockey
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BY THE NUMBERS

8
Number of goals scored by Wellesley
Field Hockey in their back to back
victories against WPI and MIT.

110

Number of minutes in Blue Soccer’s
game against Smith on Saturday.
The game ended in a 1-1 tie.

Carolyn Chelius- Cross Country				

Abby Aldridge- Soccer

5-2
Priyanka Fouda- Cross Country				

Rianna Aylward- Soccer

Alessandra Gavin- Cross Country				

Darlene Dang- Soccer

Score of Blue Tennis’ loss to Babson
on Saturday to ensure Babson’s
advance to the NEWMAC final.

5

Blue Volleyball’s NEWMAC
ranking as of Sunday.

Sharon Ng- Cross Country					

Mary Lou Ferguson- Soccer

Heather Smith - Cross Country				

Juliette Fry-Soccer

Courtney Lang- Volleyball					

Kat Goldsmith- Soccer

6

Members of Wellesley Cross Country
named to the NEWMAC Academic AllConerence. Seniors Sharon Ng and Carolyn
Chelius, junior Alice Zhou, and sophomores
Taylor Fortnam, Izzy King and Clare
Salerno received the honor this week.

4

Members of Blue Tennis named to the
NEWMAC Tennis All-Conference Team.
Juniors Andjela Stojkovic and Carina
Chen, sophomore Emily Olson and
first year Justine Huang are making
Blue Nation proud with this honor.

Caitlin Crawford- Field Hockey				

Hannah Flesch- Field Hockey					

Abby Hess- Soccer

Lei Wei- Golf

20

Senior student athletes finishing up
their final fall seasons in Wellesley
Athletics. Congrats, Class of 2016!
Wellesley News loves you.

